
STATISTICS 2023 

EXAM THREE 

SPRING 2019 

NAME, IN INK (print) _____ f0r:;;.__,"----------
SIGNATURE, IN INK _____________ _ 

CWID, IN INK ________________ _ 

Once this exam is graded and returned to you retain it for grade verification. 
TRUE OR FALSE. Answer with a capital Tor F. (3 points each) 

F 1. As the sample size increases the standard errors of the point estimates also increase. 

T 2. Sample statistics calculated from observed data are used as point estimates for 
population parameter values. 

£ 3. The decision in a hypothesis test is whether to reject or not reject the alternative 
hypothesis. 

T 4. Ten percent of the confidence intervals calculated with a 90% confidence level will not 
contain the population parameter estimated by the interval. 

F 5. If the data provides a very large p-value, then a researcher would conclude that the 
data supports the statement in the null hypothesis. 

F 6. The rejection region in a hypothesis test identifies the values of the test statistic that 
would be most likely to occur assuming the null hypothesis is true. 
~ 

1 7. A confidence interval that estimates a population mean is centered on a point estimate 
for the population mean. 

Use of t table. State the answer on the line. (3 points each) 

i, It 0 
____ 8. State the value of to, if the P( - to< t < to)=.95 and the df=17 . 

. !f -4; (11) ~ 
> ~·~ G ~ -t: = 

0 
2-.110 

• 02..5 
____ 9. P( t < -2.262)=?, if the n=10 "Vo 

l 02.,~ 

, 05 
.) 

____ 10. What is the P(t > 1. 706) if df = 26? 

1.10b 
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(3 points each) STATE THE ANSWER. Write the answer on the line. 

IJ# O 8 .13 6, JJ 11 . What is the p-value of a two-tail Z l}ypothesis test if the test statistic value is 

1.73? • t:'fss ie <--;;>~ ~::: 1-. 958~ : .1~1e, ,-

. 61 12. If a 99% confidence~ timate a population mean is {43.3, 90.7) what 

is the value of the point estimate for the population mean? X ~ -/1...J ~ ~ 'r~ · !._ ~- z. ~ 7 
{ / ~ 3/, :).171)) 13. If a point estimate for the population mean is 182 and the boun~ of error for a 

95% confidence interval is 18 units then what is the 95% interval to estiq,ate ~e population mjan? 

00539 . 'i-t- g =1> 1~2-± /'?_-:::/>.(_!~'I) ;2()1) 
• 14. If the test statistic in a right tail Z hypothesis test Is 2.55, wtiat ,s the p-vafue for 

the test? • qe,,t(#/ .., 71:ls ... f :/-. '19~1 = .oosB9 

'J... :}_ 15. How many units wide is a 9~% confidence interval to estimate the mean based 
on a sample of 28 observations with a sample standard deviation of 23.55 units? State the answer as an 
integer with no digits past the decimal. _ {;_ ~-7 /; :) ) 2 3. ~~ 

I 7g, 1,#-td~-= ~Lt :!f"(fl-,7> .®-;:-.(( :;. J./7'?>; V28- -;: ~2, tJ l;L 
' :.2., 16. In a right tail hypothesis tes~n the mean based on a sample of only 13 

observations what value must the test statistic exceed if the nllJ,I hypothesis is rejected at the 5% 

significance lever? _ ~ • 6 = f, 7g::L 
~6 ~~----~~M 

_______ 17. How many coyotes would be required for a sample to estimate the mean body 
weight to within 1.2 pounds with 95% confidence if the standard deviation of the coyote body weight is 

known to be 3 pound~?~ ~°'/: (T~ = /. 9, ~ ( ~~) ~ ;2_ L1 O/ =t>- /Jt; 
~a. l·>--a. 7, ;.. 

In a historically close governor's election in 2006, Brad Henry was elected Governor of 
Oklahoma with 448, 133 votes, only 6,357 votes more than Steve Largent, who played 14 years 
of professional football with the Seattle Seahawks after graduation from University of Tulsa. 
Fou~hundred students were questioned if they thought that there should have been a recount of 
votes for the gubernatorial race. One-hundred twenty students said that they thought there 
should have been a recount. Use this information to answer the remaining questions on this 

page. t1 -::: tf lfl) -' X ~ / :I.. 0 
0,3 

_______ 18. Based on this sample what is the numerical value of the point estimate 
for the proportion of students who thought that there should have been a recount? 
0 0 P.'J.-9 "p'- X - 1-zo - 0 3 
· ' 19. What is the ~u;:,ericaf .:Jtu;-of th; estimated standard error for the point 

estimate for the proportion of studel)ts who thought that there should have been a recount? 
Round the answer to four digits past the decimal. 

S-1-=- 1 r 'f u ~-L.J. , v~ =, ~ -I . v, 
_______ 20. Assume that the estimated standard error for the point estimate for the 
proportion of students who thought that there should be a recount is 0.0125. What is the 
numerical value of the test statistic to test the hypothesis that.more than 25% of students 
thought that there should have been a recount? fo'-~ , 3-,, 2~ 

N>-"-'-L. Sf' -:c , O l~s -a,. J = " $. - --- ~ J-f 
f , 0/.2.5 
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STATE THE ANSWER. Write the answer on the line. (3 points each) 
An international agricultural company has developed a new cattle feeding ration that is a~vertised to 
produce mean weight gain of more than 52 pounds on steers in a month. Use the following data 
and Excel output to address the following_guestions. 

A 8 C D E F G H 

I 3 Sample Data ttest 

4 

s : 45, 58 n 52 hypmean (µ) 52 

6 • 56 49 48 67 sample size 
' 7 71 52 62 56 sample mean 

8 . 38 39 54 52 std dev 10.31532 

9 61 42 45 46 effect size 0.1131 

I 10 ; 51 34 58 68 tails 1 

11 std error 

12 df 23 

13 t-stat o.s540n 
14 1 p-value 0.292437 

15 alpha 0.05 ---, 

__ 16..: slg 

9..1 21. What is the sample size? 

G 3., I t,t 7 22. What is the point estimate for the mean weight gain per month for steers on 

/\ -_ ~X' _ /,~76 _ ~1'2 /Z" -this ration? 

/1A --:::X - M .- -:;iq - ./~, {P 

23. What is the estimated standard error of the point estimate for the mean -------
weight gain per month for steers on this ration? 

J_-:; _J__= 1!,~/5~2-.;.,/ 2.,/056 0t;~7<l 
X v;;-- . . V-,2.q. 

24. What is the value of the test statistic to test the null hypothesis that the mean o.s~ 
-------
weight gain for steers on this ration is equal to 52 pounds per month? 

1;~~t-,,4z-::: s3.1_1,,1-s2 ~ fJ;55J/-09g~JJ.S 
,11 l")I') IL '2 7 sx - 2, I I) 5' 
V• pt. 7 t T? 25. What is the p-value to test the null hypothesis that the mean weight gain for 
steers on this ration is equal to 52 pounds per month versus an alternative that the mean weight 

gain exceeds 52 pounds per mon:h~ Q. ;1. Cf :z. if 3 7 

Q. se If g 1 Jf 26. What is the p-value to ti~ the null hypothesis that the mean weight gain for 
steers on this ration is equal to 52 pounds per month versus an alternative that the mean weight 
gain ~ from 52 pounds per month? , . - '( ) 

; 5 11PvW= J ,,.:1.9-it137 =o. l3tl/r11J..J 
• 27. What is the value of the test statistic to test the null hypothesis that the mean 

weight gain for steers on this ration is equal to 50 pounds per month? This value is not provided in 
the output, but can be calculated from the values provided. Round your answer to 1 digit past the 

decimal. J- - X -4 5'3. (j - t:;o 
v oeite.. - 0 -:;- --- ~ I, 5 o 3 CJ :2- t 

. -0 ; '71, I{) 5~ 
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HYPOTHESIS TEST QUESTIONS. State the answer on the line. 

PAGE4 
(3 points each) 

Assume that the distance people travel during the Easter holidays is normally distributed. A 
sample of 22 people is taken and the distance they traveled during the holiday season is recorded 
in miles. This sample of 22 produced a mean distance of 165 miles with a standard deviation of 52. 
Use this information to answer the questions on this page. fl :: z. 2 7:::. / ~ s s = 5 2-

A) -::/ / J.f S 28. State the alternative hypothesis if the resea:Ch questio~ i;, "Do the data 
support the idea that the mean distance traveled during the holidays differs from 145 miles?" 

/,? !lo; AA= /115 /It . ~ : )A /. l~S -

------- 29. State the numerical value of the test statistic that would result from this 
situation. Round your answer to one digit past the decimal. 

~ Y-4 "' f-Nfo -:: lb 5 - /J/5~ _!:y -~ / ,gpJ 
1;__, (I_ ~ '3~ 1/.0'll 7 

1;(:2..1) ~ "·\ ~ ;;ff 0 

_______ 30. What is the name of the distribution that represents the set of possible test 
statistic values if in fact the mean distance driven during the holidays is 145 miles? 

l, o tfJ 
____ ___ 31. The null hypothesis in this situation would be rejected at the 5% level if the 
absolute value of the test statistic is more than what value? ) 

.~ -- 1:1(~, 
,-_ - - I~ 

-;.. ---- ~-'2--

,~()2(f< .b/ o ;i_,O~ 
32. Assume that the value of the test statistic in this situation was 3.2. What-+& 

~ ~----va-.1-ue-a-ss_o_c-iated with the test statistic value of 3.2 in this situation? W~ :2.. z,,,~ ~ 

, 002.;'8 { J ~ ()0 ( ,E. .,;£ , f)IJ'S :17(~~~ " 61/S p ~ ' 
, ~ -~~~ 

,, OOl.. .,,c.. p .t:. ,JJ/ ► ~ ()8/ 
------;:--~-;:-:~~~4'-~ " • 

o 2.a,, 3, 2. ,,s27 
_______ 33. Assume the p-value in this hypothesis test is 0.03. Would the null 

is be rejected at the 5% significance level in this case? Answer with a YES or NO. 


